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ABSTRACT
The creation and optimization of FPGA accelerators com-
prising several compute cores and memories are challenging
tasks in high performance reconfigurable computing. In this
paper, we present the design of such an accelerator for the k-
th nearest neighbor thinning problem on an XD1000 recon-
figurable computing system. The design leverages IMORC,
an architectural template and highly versatile on-chip inter-
connect, to achieve speedups of 74× over a 2.2GHz Opteron.
Using IMORC with its asynchronous FIFOs and bitwidth
conversion in the links between the cores, we are able to
quickly create acclerator versions with varying degrees of
core-level parallelism and memory mappings. Through the
performance monitoring infrastructure of IMORC we gain
insight into the data-dependent behavior of the accelerator
which facilitates further performance optimizations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Accelerator technologies such as general-purpose graphic
processing units, SIMD floating point arrays, and FPGAs
are steadily gaining importance in the area of high perfor-
mance computing. However, implementing such accelera-
tors as well as estimating their performance benefits before
an implementation are still challenging tasks, especially for
FPGA accelerators. In [1], we have presented IMORC, an
Infrastructure for performance Monitoring and Optimiza-
tion of Reconfigurable Computers. IMORC provides a de-
signer with an architectural template for creating multi-core
FPGA accelerators where the cores can communicate with
each other using the IMORC interconnect. IMORC features
methods for profiling the communication between the com-
puting cores and, hence, allows a designer to identify per-
formance bottlenecks and to optimize an accelerator. Partic-
ularly for accelerator architectures that generate data-depen-
dent loads for their cores such advanced monitoring and pro-
filing tools are indispensable.

This paper concentrates on a real-world case-study, the
implementation of an accelerator for the k-th nearest neigh-
bor (kNN) thinning problem on an XD1000 high perfor-

mance reconfigurable computing system. While previously
we have developed a kNN accelerator with a monolithic ar-
chitecture that achieved speedups of one order of magni-
tude [2] over a contemporary workstation, we show in this
paper how IMORC helps us to implement and optimize a
highly flexible accelerator architecture utilizing several re-
configurable compute cores that delivers speedups of up to
74×.

Section 2 gives an overview over related work in infras-
tructures for reconfigurable accelerators. In Section 3, we
briefly summarize the elements of the IMORC architectural
template and show how different network topologies are cre-
ated. Section 4 presents as a case study the k-th nearest
neighbor thinning problem and the IMORC-based design of
cores for it. The creation of an accelerator on the XD1000,
as well as resource and performance measurements are dis-
cussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and
points to further work.

2. RELATED WORK

IMORC constitutes an architectural template for compos-
ing FPGA accelerators out of single computing cores and,
as a main component of the architectural template, a highly
versatile on-chip interconnect based on multiple buses with
slave-side arbitration. Regarding the objectives, the SIMPPL
approach presented in [3, 4] is similar to IMORC. Both ar-
chitectures are using FIFOs to connect single cores. While
IMORC differentiates between request and data channels
in the links between cores, SIMPPL further decouples the
data and control paths within the cores. Further, SIMPPL’s
communication structure is mainly targeted at 1:1 connec-
tions between cores, while one of IMORC’s most important
features is the slave side arbitration for connecting multiple
cores to each other. IMORC additionally includes support-
ing cores such as farming cores for dynamic load balancing.
While SIMPPL provides the ability to externally connect
load sensors for identifying bottlenecks, such performance
counters are an integral part of the IMORC on-chip inter-
connect.
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There also exists some related work in performance pre-
diction for FPGA accelerators. Usually, these performance
prediction methods rely on estimates for the computation
times of the different cores and the amount of data trans-
ferred and parameters such as clock frequencies, bandwidths,
and latencies for accessing memories and the host system, to
estimate performance metrics with analytic formulae. Ex-
amples are given by Steffen [5], who provides a model for
determining an application’s suitability for FPGA accelera-
tion, by the reconfigurable computing amenability test (RAT),
a methodology presented by Holland et al. in [6], and by
Smith and Peterson in [7], who present an analytical model
for the expected load imbalance in multi-node systems.

IMORC is orthogonal to these performance prediction
approaches and, as an architectural template, facilitates mon-
itoring and performance optimization. After performance
modeling and prediction, IMORC greatly supports a designer
in mapping the cores and their logical communications to a
synthesizable FPGA accelerator. In case of a model-based
performance prediction, the models can even be verified and
updated using the performance data measured by the IMORC
infrastructure in the real system. A similar method for gath-
ering such information during runtime is presented by Koeh-
ler et al. [8]. However, their work requires the designer to
manually define load sensors while IMORC automatically
provides several such sensors for monitoring the communi-
cation infrastructure.

3. IMORC SUMMARY

IMORC is an Infrastructure for Performance Monitoring and
Optimization of Reconfigurable Computers. While we have
presented a detailed overview of the infrastructure in [1],
here we briefly summarize the main features of IMORC.
IMORC cores can have an arbitrary number of master and
slave ports. The infrastructure consists of links, connect-
ing master to slave ports via asynchronous FIFOs, enabling
each core to run at full speed in a separate clock domain.
Bitwidth conversion modules inserted into the IMORC links
enable cores to access data at their native data width. Hence,
cores operating on 32bit integers can easily be connected to,
for example, 256bit wide memory. Besides 1:1 connections,
IMORC supports multiple master ports accessing a single
slave port through the use of slave side arbitration. Con-
versely, a master port can operate in a multi or broadcast
mode to reach several slave ports simultaneously. Load sen-
sors are provided within the IMORC links for gathering per-
formance information from the cores, e.g., how often FIFOs
run full or empty. Additionally, user specified load sensors
are supported. Further available infrastructure cores include
the IMORC-to-Register converters for setting and reading
control registers of cores, farming cores for dynamic load
balancing and, depending on the target platform, memory

controller and host interface cores.

4. ACCELERATOR DESIGN CASE STUDY

We demonstrate the IMORC workflow and benefits on the
detailed example of developing a hardware accelerator for
the k-th nearest neighbor thinning problem on the Xtreme-
Data XD1000 system [9]. In this section, we present the
k-th nearest neighbor thinning problem and the application-
specific IMORC cores that have been derived from it.

4.1. k-th Nearest Neighbor Thinning

k-th-nearest-neighbor (KNN) methods are omnipresent in
many areas of science and engineering. In statistics and
data analysis, for example, KNN techniques play an impor-
tant role for the non-parametric estimation of density func-
tions from data samples. The KNN approach is also widely
applied for solving classifications problems, such as in ma-
chine learning, data mining and stochastic optimization [10].
There, a KNN classifier requires a labeled training data set
consisting of d-dimensional feature vectors and their class
labels. In order to classify a new feature vector, the k nearest
training vectors are determined according to some distance
metric. Often, a reduction of the size of data samples is de-
sired to reduce both the classification time and the memory
required to store the data set. Many reduction techniques fall
into the category of condensing or thinning approaches, that
aim at properly selecting a subset of training vectors from
the original data set.

In this paper we concentrate on KNN-based thinning.
Given a set of input vectors, KNN-based thinning searches
for the subset of vectors that represents the distribution of
the original set the most representative. The KNN thinning
procedure, shown in Algorithm 1, is called with a set P of
different d-dimensional vectors pi = (pi1, pi2, . . . , pid) and
N , the targeted cardinality ofP , and successively eliminates
vectors with the shortest Euclidean distance to their neigh-
bors until P has been reduced to N elements. In each iter-
ation, the algorithm first constructs a distance matrix σ =
(σil) from the pair-wise Euclidean distances σil between
all vectors. Sorting σ row-wise in ascending order defines
sorted distance vectors σi′ of lengthm. While initially equal
to |P|, the number of vectors m is reduced by one in each
iteration. Now, the algorithm iterates over all columns of
σ′. Starting with column l = 3, the rows σ′

i with minimum
distance values σ′

il among all distances in column l are se-
lected and assigned to set M. If the minimum is unique,
the respective row σ′

i ∈ σ′ as well as the corresponding vec-
tor pi are deleted which reduces the set of vectors P . If
the minimum is not unique, the next column of σ′ is consid-
ered which corresponds to checking the distances to the next
closest neighbors. If no unique minimal distance is found



for all columns of σ′, an arbitrary row having a minimal dis-
tance value in the last column is deleted. Obviously, the first
two columns never need to be considered since each vector
has a distance of 0 to itself (first column) and the distances
between pairs of vectors are symmetric (second column).

Algorithm 1 KNN thinning algorithm
1: procedure KNN THINNING(P, N )
2: while |P| > N do
3: compute/update σil ←

√∑d
j=1 (pij − plj)2

4: ∀ rows of σ : σi
′ ← sort(σi)

5: for l← 3, . . . ,m do
6: M← {σ′

i | ∀σ′
jl : σ

′
il ≤ σ′

jl}
7: if |M| == 1 then
8: break
9: end if

10: end for
11: delete arbitrary row σi ∈M from σ′

12: P ← P \ {pi}
13: end while
14: end procedure

The operation of the KNN-based thinning algorithm is
illustrated in the example shown in Figure 1. The initial
population of six 2-dimensional vectors as well as the three
vectors that are discarded by three iterations of the thinning
algorithm are shown in Figure 1(a). The distance matrix σ
for the first iteration is presented in Figure 1(b), and the row-
wise sorted distance matrix σ′ in Figure 1(c). Note that the
matrices actually show the square distances which is suffi-
cient for this algorithm. A unique minimum is found in the
third column which leads to the deletion of row b from the
matrix and vector b from the population, respectively. In
the second iteration, the distance matrix is updated and re-
sorted which results in the matrix of Figure 1(d). Again, a
unique minimum is identified in the third column and, con-
sequently, row e and vector e are deleted. Finally, the third
iteration leads to the deletion of vector c.

4.2. IMORC KNN Cores

Algorithm 1 breaks up into three major blocks: computing
the distance values, sorting the distance values, and discard-
ing a vector from the distance matrix. We have organized
our KNN accelerator in exactly these three phases and de-
veloped corresponding cores which are outlined below. At
this stage in the design process, we have taken two deci-
sions affecting the accelerator architecture. First, to reduce
the amount of computations we have decided to move the
computation and sorting of distance values out of the loop
in Algorithm 1 and compute the sorted matrix σ only once.
This is made possible by storing with each distance value σil

the indices of the two vectors for which the distance has been
computed. While increasing the amount of storage needed
for the distance matrix, this allows for an efficient deletion
of vectors from the distance matrix. Note that deleting a vec-
tor comprises the deletion of a complete row plus one cell in
each of the remaining rows (cmp. Figure 1). In essence, we
trade an increased memory requirement for improved per-
formance. Second, we foresee two memory spaces, one for
the vectors and one for the distance matrix. The cores are as
follows:

4.2.1. Distance calculator core

The computation of the Euclidian distances, line 3 in Algo-
rithm 1, is wrapped into a distance calculator core. We omit
the square root function as squared values are sufficient for
comparing distances. The distance calculator core computes
one row of the distance matrix σi on each invocation, which
allows to exploit parallelism by instantiating several such
cores. To receive job messages, the distance calculator core
contains a slave port. A job message comprises the base
address of the vectors in vector memory, the number of vec-
tors and dimensions, m and d, the index i of the vector for
which the distances to all vectors have to be determined, and
the address in distance memory where σi is to be stored.

The distance calculator core starts with retrieving the
vector i from vector memory by issuing a read request over
a master port. The vector i is stored within the core. Then,
read requests are issued to vector memory to fetch all vec-
tors. The elements of vector i and the incoming vectors are
subtracted, squared, and added up. The resulting distances
together with the indices i and l are written to distance mem-
ory. The distance calculator core signals its completion via
another master port.

4.2.2. Sorter core

For the sorting step, line 4 in Algorithm 1, we use a variant
of bubble sort. On each invocation, the sorter core sorts one
row σi of the distance matrix, again allowing to exploit par-
allelism by instantiating several sorter cores. The job mes-
sages are received via a slave port and comprise the number
of vectors m and the base address of σi in distance memory.

Then, the core proceeds as follows: In the first iteration,
n elements of σi, i.e., the complete row, are read sequen-
tially from distance memory over the sorter’s master port.
The first element is stored as the current maximum. If the
next element is smaller or equal than the current maximum,
it is directly written back to distance memory. If the next
element is larger than the current maximum, it becomes the
new current maximum and the previous maximum is writ-
ten to distance memory instead. At the end of the iteration,
the current maximum is written back. We additionally re-
member the position l of the last element in σi that has been
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Fig. 1. Example for the KNN-based thinning algorithm in two dimensions: thinning 6 vectors to 3 vectors

moved left. Apparently, all elements right of σil are sorted
after the first iteration. Thus, in the next iteration only l ele-
ments of σi are streamed through the sorter core, and so on,
until the row is sorted.

The completion of a sorting job is signalled over the
core’s slave port instead of using another master port. This
design decision is driven by the KNN thinning algorithm
which requires us to have the complete matrix σ sorted be-
fore the deletion starts. Thus, the core that provides a sorter
with jobs needs to be informed about the completion which
is most easily done via the sorter’s slave port.

4.2.3. Discarder core

The discarder core implements lines 5-12 of Algorithm 1
and is invoked with a job message specifying the total num-
ber of vectors n, the number of vectors to discard k, and the
base address of the distance matrix σ in distance memory.
The job message is received at a slave port. The discarder
core operates in iterations, where in each iteration one vector
is eliminated from σ. As we have annotated each distance
value with the indices of the two vectors used to compute
the distance value, there is no need to recalculate and resort
the distance matrix.

The core starts with reading column three of σ from dis-
tance memory. Similar to the sorter core, the discarder core
scans the elements of a column to identify both the mini-
mum element and whether it is unique. If the minimum is
not unique, the next column is read in. Eventually, a unique
minimum will be found in row σi; otherwise, the minimum
value in the last column is treated as unique. Now, row σi
and all distances to and from vector i have to be deleted
from σ. To this end, the discarder core reads the complete
distance matrix with its n × n elements and writes back a
thinned matrix with n− 1× n− 1 elements. Elements that
have i as either source or destination vector are discarded;
all other elements are written back. This process is iterated
until σ is reduced to k vectors. Finally, the discarder core
signals completion.

5. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In this section, we first briefly discuss the IMORC infra-
structure for the XD1000 accelerator system. Then, we pre-
sent the KNN accelerator architecture, detail experiments
and report on results achieved for different accelerator con-
figurations.

5.1. IMORC on the XtremeData XD1000 System

The XtremeData XD1000 is a dual socket Opteron system
where one of the sockets is equipped with a 2.2GHz AMD
Opteron processor, and the other one with a module featur-
ing an Altera Stratix II EP2S180-3 FPGA. CPU and FPGA
communicate via a HyperTransport link which provides a
rather low latency communication. Physically, the FPGA
is connected to the processor using a 16bit HyperTransport
link with 800MT/s. While the original HyperTransport core
provided by XtremeData only supports 8bit wide links, we
have recently been able to integrate the 16bit core provided
by the HyperTransport Center of Excellence of University
of Heidelberg [11] into the IMORC framework. However,
the results presented in this paper are generated using the
8bit core which does not pose a limitation as our bench-
marks show that the bandwidth between host and FPGA is
not the main bottleneck. The IMORC interface to the Hy-
perTransport core provides three IMORC links, two mas-
ter links that are directly mapped into two distinct address
spaces of the host application and one IMORC slave in-
terface that maps memory of the host application into the
IMORC address space. Writes to the master links are gen-
erated by the host application by writing data into the ap-
propriate address space, DMA writes from FPGA to host
memory is performed by sending data to the IMORC slave
link. At this side, a page mapping table is used for trans-
lating IMORC addresses into physical addresses of the host
processor. This table has to be filled with physical page ad-
dresses by the host application prior to using this link.

Further, the XD1000 system comes with 4GB of main



Table 1. Resource requirements for the accelerator
ALUTs REGs DSP M512 M4k M-Ram

EP2S180-3 143520 143520 768 930 768 9
distcalc core 1731 1642 18 - - -
sorter core 1117 1235 - - - -
discarder core 1513 1642 - - - -
CTRL core 782 325 - - - -
IMORC link 98 142 - - 4 -
bitwidth conv. 68 126 - 2 - -
farming core 184 207 - - - -
DDR CTRL 544 1536 - - 8 -
HT core 3604 5353 - 28 2 -
complete acc. 31561 33465 108 67 386 8
IMORC 5896 4766 - 28 344 -

memory (DDR-SDRAM) for each the Opteron and the FPGA.
All three interfaces, the interface to DDR SDRAM, the Hy-
perTransport interface to host memory, and the interface to
on-chip memory are completely identical allowing for trans-
parently exchanging memory spaces.

5.2. KNN Accelerator Architecture

A complete IMORC architecture for KNN thinning com-
prises an arbitrary number of distance calculator and sorter
cores, and one discarder core. IMORC farming cores dis-
tribute the load to the distance calculator and sorter cores,
IMORC on-chip and off-chip memory controllers provide
access to internal and external memory, and the IMORC Hy-
perTransport core constitutes the host interface. Finally, a
controller core is required to steer the overall accelerator.

Figure 2 shows a configuration of the KNN accelerator
on the XD1000 system with three distance calculator and
three sorter cores. The vectors are received from the host
and stored in the vector memory which is mapped to on-
chip storage elements. The distance memory is mapped to
off-chip DDR-SDRAM.

Table 1 presents an overview of the resources used by
the KNN accelerator, this time configured with six distance
calculators and six sorter cores. The table lists the resources
available on the Stratix II FPGA, the resources for the appli-
cation cores, for different elements of IMORC and, finally,
for the complete accelerator architecture and the IMORC
infrastructure. Relative to the overall accelerator, IMORC
requires some 19% of the ALUTs and 14% of the registers.
Sorter and discarder cores are not particularly complex. The
distance calculator core, on the other hand, performs more
involved calculations but most of them are mapped to the
FPGA’s DSP blocks. Stratix II provides three different types
of on-chip memory: M512s, M4ks and M-Rams. The small-
sized M512s and the medium-sized M4ks are primarily used
in the slave arbiters, a smaller number in the HyperTransport
and the DDR memory controller cores. The four large M-
Ram blocks are used for vector memory.

The complete accelerator design uses 10 different clock

domains. Both the DDR memory controller and the Hyper-
Transport core require three different clock domains where
one of them is used by user logic. Another clock domain is
assigned to the on-chip memory controller, and the remain-
ing clock domains are used by the application cores, i.e.,
distance calculator, sorter, and discarder. In our current im-
plementation, the distance calculator and sorter modules are
running at 125MHz, the discarder at 150MHz, and the on-
chip memory is configured for running at 200MHz. Overall,
Stratix II provides up to 48 clock domains which allows to
implement IMORC-based accelerators on the XD1000 with
a reasonably large number of different cores.

5.3. Benchmarks

Using IMORC, we have been able to quickly synthesize four
configurations of the KNN accelerator and compare their
runtimes to a software reference implementation run on the
2.2GHz Opteron processor of the XtremeData XD1000 sys-
tem. The accelerator configurations differ in the number of
distance calculator and sorter cores, nd and ni, respectively,
while in all cases one discarder core has been used. The first
three configurations are (nd×ni) = (1×1), (3×3), (6×6).
Additionally, we have experimented with a (1 × 6) config-
uration as the sorter reveals a runtime quadratic in the num-
ber of distance values while the discarder’s runtime depends
only linearly on that number.

On the six accelerator configurations, we have run bench-
marks with different problem sizes concerning the number
of vectors n and the number of dimensions d. For all bench-
marks, the thinning goal k was set to n/4, i.e., (3/4)n vec-
tors had to be discarded. As expected, for both the soft-
ware reference and the hardware accelerators, the runtime
increases dramatically with the number of vectors n. How-
ever, while the software runtime also significantly depends
on the number of dimensions d, the accelerator runtime is
only weakly dependent on d. Software runtimes range from
about 11ms for a (n, d, k) = (32, 2, 8) benchmark up to
23min for a (1024, 128, 256) benchmark. In contrast, using
the same benchmark the runtime for an accelerator in (1×1)
configuration ranges from about 0.95ms up to 22.412s, and
for an accelerator in (6 × 6) configuration from 0.55ms up
to 18.840s.

Figure 3 presents the speedups for the different configu-
rations over the software reference. The fact that the number
of dimensions hardly influences the accelerator runtime can
be clearly seen. The curves are grouped into three bundles,
depending on the number of dimensions. For d = 2, the
speedups for the different configurations range from 2.7×
to 5.8×. For d = 32, the speedups are around 20× and for
d = 128 up to 74×. Another effect observed in Figure 3
is that for a low number of vectors the different accelera-
tor configurations produce very different speedups, while for
larger n the speedups converge to the same value and satu-
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rate. An exception is the accelerator configuration with only
one distance calculator and sorter core which is consistently
slower than configurations exploiting core-level parallelism.

To explain this behavior and determine the relative run-
times of the different cores in the accelerator, we have used
the performance counter infrastructure provided by IMORC.
Figure 4 visualizes the runtime breakdown for following
three phases of the execution: the transfer of vectors from
the host to the XD1000 system, distance calculation and
sorting combined, and discarding. Distance calculation and
sorting has been combined into one phase, as both cores are
running in parallel most of the time. Figure 4 shows that
for a low number of vectors the data transfer constitutes a
substantial part of the overall runtime. For parallel accel-
erator configurations, (3 × 3) and (6 × 6), the data trans-
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transfer, distance calculation / sorting, and discarding for
32/128/1024 vectors with 128 dimensions and different ac-
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fer is even dominating. Another substantial part of the run-
time is spent for distance calculation and sorting. While the
absolute transfer time is about constant for given n and d,
the time for distance calculation and sorting depends on the
number of cores used. Importantly, with growing n the over-
all execution time of the accelerator is increasingly domi-
nated by the runtime of the discarder core. For n exceed-
ing 512, the runtimes for configurations using parallel sorter
cores are almost identical. To create improved KNN accel-
erators for higher numbers of d and n, it is thus of utmost
importance to parallelize the discarder function.

6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented a KNN accelerator as a
case study for the IMORC architectural template and on-
chip interconnect. Farming cores have enabled us to par-
allelize runtime intensive functions with multiple hardware
cores, which has resulted in an accelerator that can be scaled



with minimal changes in the design. The performance op-
timization process has been guided by data gathered from
the IMORC performance counters, which has resulted in
speedups of up to 74× over a commodity processor.

The case study has underlined the importance of a per-
formance monitoring infrastructure. Much like established
profiling tools for software, IMORC provides runtime break-
downs and allows to identify bottlenecks in more complex
accelerator architectures with data-dependent behavior. It
must be emphasized that IMORC monitors the running ac-
celerator in real-time instead of a simulation model. While
for n = 32 the KNN accelerator design in VHDL can easily
be simulated using a testbench, for n ≥ 128 such a simula-
tion takes more than five days on a modern workstation. We
have measured 8.6·106 cycles on the simulating machine for
one cycle of the simulated accelerator. During the design of
the KNN accelerator we could identify several bottlenecks
that only appeared on such large problem sizes.

In future we plan to extend our work in two main di-
rections. First, we plan to work towards an integrated per-
formance analysis and optimization approach that uses data
gathered by the performance counters to calibrate analyti-
cal or statistical performance models. Second, we will look
into automatically mapping application models to IMORC
architectures. While in our case study we have manually
analyzed the KNN thinning algorithm and decided which
cores to implement and how to schedule them, more formal
application models, e.g., process networks, might allow us
to derive core topologies and schedules automatically.
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